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Emergency Food?

THE WEEKEND

Burger...

Yes, yes. Some other time.

lose cream

lose cream

Honesty.

I spend on one textbook.

A cat!!

A cat!

Nyah?
High Quality Earplugs

Yay!

Chphink chu!

Sphina?

Casual Disagreeableness

A magician other than us is working in secret here in Academy City?

So...

I felt having another magician deal with this would be best.

Yes...

But for straight fighting, wouldn't Kanzaki be better suited?

Why me?

You have the time, right? You're a freeter, after all.

Ahh, ahh. I can't hear you!
A mysterious shrine maiden appears.

"I'm not the same as you."

No, I don't have enough money to take in another pet.

Touma, you're meant!

Does Rani-yun have a beast girl pet, too?

That's not mine!

What a cute mouse.

Whooosh!

A magical girl? What a wonderful turn of events.

What are you doing here? What was that?

Whoops. It slipped out.
Klein Bottle

Now where did Index get off to?

She's gotta be here.

People are listening here, too!

Ahh, the weather is so nice today.

Taking a break.

Another strange person?!

They ate all of it.

Her mission to protect Index.

I feel like I'm forgetting something.
Electricity Ran Through the Shrine Maiden's Body

But what is a shrine maiden doing...

Fine, I'll pay the bill.

You Can't Play Dumb

It looks like you treated her to a meal.

TH+ THANKS

Here!!?

Here it is!!

That shrine maiden gave it to me.

I need to get home to study.

Another troublesome person...
Biri Biri-ness Ran
Through Misaka's Body

"Let me say my name."

A BIT BEFORE.

WHO WANTS TO BE MAGICAL GIRL DOING IN A BURGER RESTAURANT?

WHAT IS A SHRINE MAIDEN...

SO...

I...

AM NOT A SHRINE MAIDEN.

WHAT?

HIME-GAMI!

MY NAME IS...

A-A-AH!

FF-WH-WH-WH-WH-WH-WH-WH-WHY DID SHE JUST GROW!? AND SHE LOOKED LIKE A GIRL?

And even more trouble...

Misaka

Kokichi
...Hey, That's My Room.

WHAT A HORRIBLE DAY...

My name is...
If you are living with a girl.
It doesn't matter to me at all.

Well...

I've got a present for you.

Maroko!

Umm...

But what is that thing?

AND THIS IS HER REAL FORM?

THAT'S A TEMPORARY FORM...

Obvious Lie

No, there's a huge problem!!!

Styl?

She saw me...

Oh, then there's no problem.

To be continued
It's probably for that little thing from before.
So what does a delivery service need with me?

All the information you need is in these documents.

Gabo (Take them.)

Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

You! Down here...

Just show them to me normally.

Okay.
Holy☆Onnee-san

Now where's the target?

So why is Himegami with Aureolus?

Ah...

On the dorm's roof.

Her power must be useful to him.

Kanzaki!

What kind of power is it?

I have found the target.

Good job.

Now let's clean up the strawberry meeting.

Um... Kanzaki-san?

 weren't you just down there?

Um...

What is with this picture?

DAMMIT ALEISTER!!!
Otaku Room

About 6 hours ago, he moved to a hideout in strict 1.

DURING THE MEETING.

SO he left Misawa Cram School and moved there?

I HAVE ONE COMMENT.

Umm.

His book must be using school.

He will continue his work on Ars Magna at that school.

THIS IS MY SCHOOL.

IS.

WHAT IS IT, HIMEGAMI A-

NO-THING.

Teh eh
The Reality (For Kamijou) is Not So Kindly.

"Can you take care of index for a bit?"

"Hey? I have an email from him."

"Yes, I'm currently in Joseph's... and Sana."

"She lives with him, right?"

"I guess you're just insurance."

"So what kind of magic is this Arswhatever?"

"What's for dinner tonight?"

"Oh, c'mon, Touma-san."

"DID YOU EVEN READ THE DOCUMENTS?"

"Wait, why do I care!!?"

"I can't tell what you're saying."

"And why didn't you fix her with Kanzaki?"

"I still don't know what good a computer's picture font is."

"Taking care of the hair."

"See you later.

"Well, if his Ars Magna is incomplete, I should be enough."
It’s Your Fault!

What a pain.

Do you want something to eat, Index? She came to pick her up.

Oh! It’s the person from the summer restaurant earlier today.

Is he Misaka-san’s boy friend?

I always thought Misaka-san would like the prince type.

Actually, that would make a surprising amount of sense.

Eh? This is my fault?

Kanzaki’s Standpoint...

What kind of magic is this Ars Magna?

So...

WELL...

If you could bring anything you imagined into reality...

What would you do?

LIKE A DORM MANAGER (“GIRL”-SAN)?

NO, NOT WHAT YOU WANT.

I’m talking about AURICULOS HERE.
How to Fill the Gap

Who was that guy from before? By the way...

Hm?

Resolution

He charged in a while back when I was surrounded by thugs.

But that's all.

He's so irresponsible yet acts like a good person.

And he's just hopeless.

He's nosy.

What's with those huge smiles?!

That guy can't stay with me any longer.

Tree Talker
(Fare Esper Name)

I don't detect any kind of magical presence.

This has been pretty easy so far.

In front of the school.

And so...

Well, he did only just change hideouts half a day ago.

These things take time.
"Not Again."

Hey, why are you with alireolus, himegami?

That is...

Because my power is...

Huh?

A call from misaka?

Hello, this is kamij-

I just remembered my dorm doesn't allow pets!

I'll be done in a few hours.

...Science"

And helping us, himegami-san?

Yes.

He...

Is in the chemistry supply room.

So you're betraying him...

Where's the chemistry supply room?!
Indekchu
Simple Character Introduction 3

Aureolus Izzard

Until a few years ago, he acted as something like Indekchu's teacher. His love for Indekchu headed in the wrong direction after they parted ways and he started collecting Index goods (they call him a 'Core Dealer').

Aleister

He is the head of Academy City's board of directors, so he is the most powerful person in Academy City. Sticking stayl with terrible jobs as he searches Academy City for the magic Side and making kanzaki work as a dorm manager in exchange for allowing Indekchu to stay in the city are all his doing.

Himegani

She possesses some kind of unknown power called Deep whatever she says, it has something to do with vampires. But she is mostly treated as a joke because no vampires ever show up. Currently, her given name is unknown (because no one will let her say it).
Seeing How She is Doing

TREATING LIKE A MASCOT.

THERE WAS SOME TROUBLE AT MISAWA CRAM SCHOOL YESTERDAY...

BY THE WAY, WHAT IS KUROKO DOING?

Oh, are you...

so she met up with Anti? Still...

to clean up afterwards...

That beast is stealing once more.

Chapter 6
I thought he would at least send a homunculus after us.

SO.

We made it to our destination with no real trouble.

Hey.

Don’t touch things carelessly.

Well, let’s just get this over with.

Who are you?!

When Barker? Did that happen?

When Barker? Did that happen?

You’re here to steal my collection!

You destroyed the barrier on the door!?

No, definitely not.
You are already dead. You're not actually dead, though.

Damn you...

How dare you mock my collection!!

Enough!!

That's what you're mad about?

FALL DOWN!!

Intruu-

Angry!

Can it fire a rocket punch?

Wait!!! Don't treat them roughly.

WOW, this is actually really well made.

No.

I'll send Miki to get an ambulance.

...WHAT?

Did he stab the wrong place?

Ah

Hhm? A needle?
He Has Some of it in Him

IS IT REALLY OKAY TO HAVE ANTI-SKILL ARREST A MAGICIAN LIKE HIM?

But that’s an issue for the Roman Catholic Church and Aleister to worry about.

I dunno.

What should I do with Deep Blood? I’ve done with the mission.

Judgment desu no

"I’VE FINISHED, SO I’M HEADING BACK THERE."

Ah, an email.

Well, I need to head back to meet him.

O-o-o-o-oreee! Mama! Who is this ‘hir’? Are you leaving Karoko behind to meet in secret with some gentleman?

Can I take this?

Feel free.

Hey.
The Worst Mental State

Worst State

YOU REALLY ARE SELFISH WITH HOW
SUCHDENTLY YOU SAY YOU'RE LEAVING
HER WITH ME OR TAKING HER BACK.

When did he get a second
girl? And who is that
Shrine Maiden
anyway? His girlfriend?

Oh, I see they get
along really well.
Well, it has nothing
to do with me. He's
probably been bringin
Indentsu around and
doing this all over
the place. I can't
believe him!

Why am I so
pissed!

Deep Whatever

About your
power.

Necessarily
made a
walking
church
replica
to seal it.

I see.

With
Himegami's
power sealed,
everything
is resolved.

What is
your power,
Himegami?

BY THE WAY...

My
individuality

is
desperate

AHH!
Someone Who Never Learns

Starting today, I will be your class's assistant teacher.

There's someone suspicious over there!!

What is it?

I am all right.

Now, let's begin the lesson, sensei.

He is suspicious though.

Oh, no worries. I know him.

Eh?

I guess he's sensitive about that.
It's Aisa.

A Transfer Student Arrives.

Our assistant teacher was sent to the hospital on his first day.

Thanks to a certain somebody... umm...

I am Himegami A-

DURING SUMMER BREAK.

I transferred here...

HELLO.

Aiko, ai...

 Aloha.

Aloha.

NO...

Aloha.

Aloha.

Aloha.

Trying hard

Aloha.

Aisal...

I made it to the top!

Himegami... umm...

Himegami?
Afterword

Sorry it took so long to finish this...orz
(There were tons of notes, but I won't get into them here.)

And here we are at the second volume of "indekochu", which came about from a quick idea like a bursting firework that I then mistakenly actually made.

For making a parody of volume 2, the bloody depictions in the Misawa cram school section were a bit of a problem, but I got past that by forcibly cramming those parts into a corner...

But without doing that, the radgun characters like Ulvano and Satan probably would not have shown up at all, so I guess at least we got something from that less...

By the way, there was some related to the Misawa cram school from volume 2, but I stuck that into the background in the 4komas. Ulvano's dialogue is probably the easiest to see that in.

There are some things I wish I could change (especially how late the release was) and a lot of things I wish I could have put in, but perhaps some other time.

Respectfully yours,
Haimura Kiyotaka
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The Strongest and the Weakest.

Says Misaka.

The Sisters and the Onee-sama.

WAIT THE HELL UP!

...And a pervert?

So many nee-samas.

Hee hee hee hee hee.

* Note: This is a fake preview. It’s just an extra 4koma.
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